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Approved by correspondence 30 May 2017

Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]
Postgraduate Certificate in Psychodynamic Counselling

Brief note about nature of change: Removal of attendance from the regulations, more detail around submission of assessed work, some minor updating

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2016 http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/pcinpsyccoun/administratorview/

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2017
[And]
For first examination from 2017-18

Detail of change

[1.1] delete “Course”

[1.2] delete “over a period which shall be of one year’s duration” and insert “over a period of one year”
[1.5] delete “(a) attendance at” to “revision days;”

[1.6] delete (b) insert (a)

[1.7] delete (c ) insert (b)

[1.8] delete (d) insert (c )

[1.9] delete (e ) insert (d)

[1.10] delete from “The assignments” to “Oxford OX1 2JA” and insert “The assignments under 2(a) - (c) will be submitted, through an approved online submission system to the examiners”

[1.12] delete “2(b)-(d)” and insert “2(a)-(c)”

Delete “Approval for deferral” to “board of studies”

Explanatory Notes